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Abstract
The spinor representation of the Lorentz group does not accept simple gen-
eralization with the group GL(4,R) of general linear coordinate transforma-
tions. The Dirac equation may be written for an arbitrary choice of a coordi-
nate system and a metric, but the covariant linear transformations of the four-
component Dirac spinor exist only for isometries. For usual diagonal Minkowski
metric the isometry is the Lorentz transformation. On the other hand, it is
possible to define the Dirac operator on the space of anti-symmetric (exterior)
forms, and in such a case the equation is covariant for an arbitrary general
linear transformation. The space of the exterior forms is sixteen-dimensional,
but usual Dirac equation is defined for four-dimensional complex space of Dirac
spinors. Using suggested analogy, in present paper is discussed possibility to
consider the space of Dirac spinors as some “subsystem” of a bigger space,
where the group GL(4,R) of General Relativity acts in a covariant way.
For such purposes in this article is considered both Grassmann algebra of
complex anti-symmetric forms and Clifford algebra of Dirac matrices. Both al-
gebras have same dimension as linear spaces, but different structure of multipli-
cation. The underlying sixteen-dimensional linear space also may be considered
either as space of complex 4× 4 matrices, or as space of states of two particles:
the initial Dirac spinor and some auxiliary system. It is shown also, that such
approach is in good agreement with well known idea to consider Dirac spinor as
some ideal of Clifford algebra. Some other possible implications of given model
are also discussed.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Klein-Gordon and Dirac Equations
Let us consider an operator of second order
 = −
∑
kj
gkj
∂
∂xk
∂
∂xj
. (1.1)
For Minkowski metric g of (flat) spacetime the operator Eq. (1.1) is the d’Alembert
(wave) operator and components ψ of a relativistic field for a particle with mass m
satisfy to a Klein–Gordon equation (in the system of units ~ = 1, c = 1).
(−m2)ψ = 0. (1.2)
For a relativistic particle with spin 1/2, the Klein-Gordon operator should be
rewritten as [1]
 = D2, −m2 = (D −m)(D +m), (1.3)
where
D =
3∑
k=0
iγk
∂
∂xk
(1.4)
is Dirac operator and γk are four 4× 4 complex matrices with property
γjγk + γkγj = 2gkj1, (1.5)
where 1 is unit matrix.
The Dirac equation for a four-component spinor ψ ∈ C4 may be written as
Dψ = mψ, ψ ∈ C4, D =
3∑
k=0
iγk
∂
∂xk
(1.6)
and due to Eq. (1.3) any component of ψ also satisfies to the Klein-Gordon equation
Eq. (1.2).
Really the factorization D2 =  used in Eq. (1.3) together with Eq. (1.5) may
be written for any metric g (and dimension) [3].
1.2 Two-component Spinors
It is also convenient to consider construction of the four-component Dirac spinors
as a pair of two-component (Pauli1) spinors [2]. Here we are again considering
1The two-component spinors also are called “Weyl spinors,” “half-spinors” or simply “spinors”
— in the last case the four-component spinors are called “bispinors.”
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factorization of the Klein–Gordon equation, but instead of the formal decomposition
Eq. (1.3), it is possible to write two equations for Pauli spinors η, ξ ∈ C2
i(
∂
∂x0
+
3∑
k=1
σk
∂
∂xk
)η = mξ, i(
∂
∂x0
−
3∑
k=1
σk
∂
∂xk
)ξ = mη (1.7)
with 2× 2 Pauli matrices
σ1 ≡ σx =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σ2 ≡ σy =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σ3 ≡ σz =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (1.8)
From such a point of view, the four-component Dirac spinor may be considered
as a composition of two Pauli spinors
ψ =
(
η
ξ
)
(1.9)
and then two equations Eq. (1.7) are equivalent to one Dirac equation Eq. (1.6) with
4× 4 matrices [2]
γ0 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, γk =
(
0 −σk
σk 0
)
(k = 1, 2, 3) (1.10)
(where 0 and 1 are also 2 × 2 matrices). Of course, the matrices Eq. (1.10) are
satisfying Eq. (1.5) for Minkowski metric.
1.3 Dirac–Ka¨hler Equation
Factorization of d’Alembertian Eq. (1.3) using Dirac operator, has some resemblance
with decomposition of Laplace–Beltrami operator in the Hodge theory [4]
∆ = dd⋆ + d⋆d = −(d− d⋆)2, d⋆ = ± ⋆ d⋆, d2 = d⋆2 = 0 (1.11)
and it is possible to introduce representation of the Dirac operator on space of anti-
symmetric (exterior) forms [3, 8]. In such a case an analogue of the Dirac equation
should be written as
DˇΥ = mΥ, Dˇ ≡ (d− d⋆) (1.12)
where Υ ∈ Λ is some anti-symmetric form. Such a kind of Dirac equation is widely
used since introduction by Landau and Ivanenko at 1928 and Ka¨hler at 1962 [5, 6, 7].
It should be mentioned, that because d : Λp → Λp+1 and d⋆ : Λp → Λp−1, the
Dirac–Ka¨hler operator d − d⋆ does not respect the order p of a form, unlike the
Laplace–Beltrami operator ∆ : Λp → Λp.
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1.4 Covariance
A multi-component quantum field should be covariant with respect to coordinate
transformations [1], e.g., components of the quantum field u(x) after change of
coordinate system L : x → x′ also are changed u′ = SLu, where SL is some
representation of group of coordinate transformations acting on the space of multi-
component wave vectors.
Different groups of acceptable coordinate transformations may cause particular
limitations to a model. Say, the two-component spinors discussed above are covari-
ant not only with respect to group SO(3) of transformations of non-relativistic space
(3D rotation), but also with respect to Lorentz group SO(3, 1). On the other hand,
the Pauli spinors are not covariant with respect to a bigger group O(3, 1) with the
time reflection and it may be considered as a reason of the necessity to consider the
four-component Dirac spinors [2].
The Dirac spinors are not covariant with respect to group GL(4,R) of all pos-
sible coordinate transformations. On the other hand, the anti-symmetric forms in
Eq. (1.12) and operators d, d⋆ used for construction Eq. (1.11) of the Dirac–Ka¨hler
operator are covariant with respect to the general linear group GL(4,R) of coordi-
nate transformations, it is well known property of the differentials and tensor fields.
The transition from space of two-component spinors to the bigger space of four-
component spinors let us consider covariance with respect to O(3, 1) instead of
SO(3, 1) and O(3). Formally, the transition from space of four-component spinors
to the bigger sixteen-dimensional space of anti-symmetric forms made the Dirac
equation covariant with respect to the group GL(4,R) of all coordinate transforma-
tions.
It is possible also to consider a space of exterior forms with complex coefficients
and use other representations with sixteen-dimensional linear spaces, for example
the space of 4× 4 matrices, or tensor product of two four-dimensional spaces. The
last example also formally corresponds to consideration of a compound quantum
system C4 ⊗ C4 with two particles described by the Dirac spinors. In such a case
relation with the initial Dirac equation is not so simple, as in the example with
transition between two- and four-component spinors.
1.5 Outline
The present article is devoted to consideration of such GL(4,R)-covariant extension
of Dirac equation with a sixteen-dimensional linear space, together with descrip-
tion of relation with usual Dirac equation for four-components spinors and some
implications of such generalization.
It is extension and development of an earlier work [9]. In Sec. 2 and Sec. 3
are described necessary methods from theory of Clifford algebras and Spin groups.
Exterior forms and Hodge theory are revisited in Sec. 4. Transformation properties
of Dirac equation are discussed in Sec. 5. In Sec. 6 are discussed some applications of
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group GL(4,R) of general linear coordinate transformations to General Relativity,
because it is useful for justification of suggested approach with generalization of
Dirac equation.
2 Clifford Algebra of a Quadratic Form
2.1 Definition of Clifford Algebra
The decomposition of the wave operator Eq. (1.1) in Sec. 1 follows to a standard
procedure of representation of a quadratic form as the square of an element of some
algebra [3, 10]. If there is n-dimensional vector space V with a quadratic form
g(v) ≡ g(v, v), v ∈ V , some algebra Cl and n elements (generators) ek ∈ Cl, it is
possible to consider the linear embedding ι : V → Cl, ι(v) = ∑ vkek ∈ Cl, where
vk are components of the vector v in some basis. Let us denote ι(v) simply as v.
In such a case it is reasonable to look for expression of the quadratic form g as the
square of v ∈ Cl
−g(v)1 = v2, v ≡ ι(v), (2.1)
where 1 is the unit of the algebra, and the minus sign is due to some traditions [3]
(“hypercomplex numbers”), but may be omitted in some accounts [10]. It is simply
to check, that from Eq. (2.1) directly follows an equivalent of Eq. (1.5)
{ek, ej} ≡ ekej + ejek = −2gkj1. (2.2)
Due to Eq. (2.2) n generators ek may produce up to 2
n linearly independent products
and it is the maximum possible dimension of the Clifford algebra generated by these
elements [3].
Subspaces generated by products of k different generators are denoted here Cl(k)
Cl
(k) = span{ei1 · · · eik : 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < ik ≤ n}, dimCl(k) =
(
n
k
)
, (2.3)
and are called sometime k-multivectors. It is possible to decompose the Clifford
algebra in the direct sum of n+ 1 such subspaces Cl = Cl(0) ⊕ Cl(1) ⊕ · · · ⊕ Cl(n).
2.2 Grassmann Algebra
A particular case [3] is the trivial, degenerate quadratic form g(v) ≡ 0, ∀v ∈ V .
For such a case Eq. (2.2) correspond to the definition of the Grassmann algebra. In
such a case product of elements ab often denoted a∧ b and instead of Eq. (2.1) and
Eq. (2.2) we have
v
2 = v ∧ v = 0; ek ∧ ej + ej ∧ ek = 0 (∀j, k). (2.4)
The Grassmann algebras devote separate consideration, see Sec. 4. For any quad-
ratic form g it is possible to use decomposition V = R ⊕ R⊥, with degenerate
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and nondegenerate subspaces R and R⊥ respectively [3], and so it is reasonable to
describe classification of the Clifford algebras with nondegenerate quadratic forms.
Sometime it is also convenient for complex Clifford algebras with even dimension
and the diagonal form (like Eq. (2.10) below) to consider new set of generators
aj =
1
2
(ej + iem+j), a
∗
j =
1
2
(ej − iem+j), j = 1, . . . ,m. (2.5)
Then both subsets with m elements aj or a
∗
j generate Grassmann subalgebras of
the initial Clifford algebra. Together with usual anticommutation Eq. (2.4) of all
elements in each algebra, there is specific relations between pair of elements from
different subsets, i.e.
{aj , ak} = {a∗j , a∗k} = 0, {aj , a∗k} = 2δjk. (2.6)
The Eq. (2.6) coincide with canonical anticommutation relations (CAR) for anni-
hilation and creation operators for fermions. Choice of representation of ej with
tensor product of Pauli matrices (see Eq. (2.11) below) corresponds to the usual
Jordan–Wigner formalism [11]
ak = 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−k−1
⊗ a⊗ σz ⊗ · · · ⊗ σz︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
,
a
∗
k = 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−k−1
⊗ a+ ⊗ σz ⊗ · · · ⊗ σz︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
, (2.7)
where 1 is 2× 2 unit matrix and
a =
(
0 1
0 0
)
, a+ =
(
0 0
1 0
)
. (2.8)
So we have two different representations of the real Grassmann algebra with m
generators in the same algebra of 2m × 2m real matrices.
2.3 Nondegenerate Quadratic Forms
For a nondegenerate quadratic form it is always possible to choose the normalized
basis. In such a basis the matrix of the quadratic form is diagonal gjk = ±δjk
and it is convenient to use such forms for classifications of the real Clifford algebras
[3, 10, 12]. Here the algebra for the quadratic form with l positive and m negative
terms is denoted as Cl(l,m). For a complex vector space the signs do not matters,
because they always may be changed using multiplication on i and so for Clifford
algebra with complex coefficients here is used notation Cl(n,C).
For the complex case classification of the Clifford algebras Cl(n,C) is simpler.
For even n = 2m there is an isomorphism with the algebra of 2m × 2m complex
matrices and for odd case 2m+ 1 with the direct sum of two matrix algebras [3]
Cl(2m,C) ∼=M(2m,C); Cl(2m+ 1,C) ∼=M(2m,C)⊕M(2m,C). (2.9)
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The generators ek of the Clifford algebra for even dimension Cl(2m,C) satisfying
Eq. (2.2) for Euclidean form
{ek, ej} ≡ ekej + ejek = 2δkj1. (2.10)
may be expressed using Pauli matrices as [3, 11]
e2k = 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−k−1
⊗ σx ⊗ σz ⊗ · · · ⊗ σz︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
,
e2k+1 = 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−k−1
⊗ σy ⊗ σz ⊗ · · · ⊗ σz︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
, (2.11)
where k = 0, . . . ,m− 1 and 1 is 2× 2 unit matrix.
The algebra Cl(2m + 1,C) may be considered as a subspace of Cl(2m + 2,C)
with a reduced set of generators Eq. (2.11) (without e2m+2). It is also convenient
to change σx to σz in the last generator
e2m+1 = σz ⊗ · · · ⊗ σz︸ ︷︷ ︸
2m+1
, (2.12)
because in such a case the structure Cl(2m+1,C) ∼= Cl(2m,C)⊕ Cl(2m,C) is more
transparent.
For real Clifford algebras Cl(l,m) the classification is more difficult. Different
cases may be arranged using a 8× 8 table (l,m = 0, . . . , 7) and recurrent structure
of Cl(8k + l, 8j +m) [12] instead of only two different structures Cl(2k + l), l = 0, 1
in complex case. Anyway, all the real Clifford algebras may be represented either
as a some matrix algebra with real, complex, quaternion coefficients, or direct sum
of two such algebras.
The space of spinors — is a space of representations of the Clifford algebras (and
Spin groups, see Sec. 3 below). So, if a Clifford algebra is isomorphic with algebra
of N ×N (real, complex, quaternion) matrices, the spinors are N -dimensional (real,
complex, quaternion2) linear spaces.
It should be mentioned, that Cl(l,m) for a particular choice of l and m may
contain an element i ∈ Cl commuting with all other elements of algebra and with
property i2 = −1. Formally it should be distinguished from a complex Clifford
algebra, because for construction was used the real linear space and so i here is not
a number (“scalar”), but an element of the real algebra. For example
Cl(3, 0) ∼= Cl(1, 2) ∼=M(2,C), Cl(4, 1) ∼= Cl(2, 3) ∼=M(4,C), (2.13)
are real Clifford algebras (see [12]) and
Cl(2,C) ∼=M(2,C), Cl(4,C) ∼=M(4,C) (2.14)
are complex Clifford algebras.
2Quaternions are not commutative, so formally instead of linear space should be used left quater-
nion module.
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2.4 Transformation Properties
Let us suggest, that we have built a Clifford algebra for some quadratic form g and
want to rewrite the relations Eq. (2.2) for a new set of elements
e
′
k =
∑
j
Akjej . (2.15)
Then the set of equations Eq. (2.2) for the new elements is
−2g′kl = {e′k, e′l} =
∑
jm
{Akjej , Almem} = −2
∑
jm
AkjAlmgjm, (2.16)
and using a matrix notation last equation may be rewritten as
g′ = AgAT , (2.17)
where A is the matrix of coefficients Akj of transformation Eq. (2.15) and A
T is
the transposed matrix. The Eq. (2.17) coincides with the formula for change of the
metric after transition (described by the matrix A) to other basis in the space V .
So “algebraic square root” Eq. (2.1) of an arbitrary (not necessary diagonal)
quadratic form g′ may be found using diagonalization of given form and equation
Eq. (2.17). It is necessary first to convert the quadratic form to a sum of squares
using appropriate transformation of a basis in V and to find a Clifford algebra for
the diagonal form. Next, with n generators ek of given algebra, it is possible using
Eq. (2.15) to build the a set with n elements e′j satisfying Eq. (2.2) for the initial
quadratic form g′.
Such a technical way to describe a construction of the spinors formally includes
few objects: the vector space V with the metric g, a diagonal metric g0 and a
matrix A (“vielbein”) of transition from normalized form g(v,w) = g0(Av,Aw). It
is relevant to a tetrad (vierbein) formalism of the General Relativity (see Sec. 5.1
and references therein).
Really the tetrad formalism does not necessary suggest the choice of g0 in a
diagonal form, it may be any other form convenient for description of the Clifford
algebra. For example, it is possible to choose “an isotropic basis” Eq. (2.5). The
main property of a tetrad representation — is using some fixed form g0 and necessity
of “vielbein” A for transition to concrete metric g. An example with isotropic tetrads
is Newman–Penrose formalism [13, 20].
On the other hand, for complete description of a Clifford algebra Cl with a
quadratic form g, it is enough to give only a vector space V with the metric g, the
algebra Cl and the embedding ι : V → Cl, g(x) = −ι2(x) used in the definition
Eq. (2.1). In such a case, A and g0 look as redundant objects. Covariant character
of such definition may be more clear from construction with exterior (Grassmann)
algebra discussed below in Sec. 4.
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2.5 Automorphisms
It should be mentioned, that Eq. (2.15) might not be considered as some transfor-
mation of the whole Clifford algebra. The matrix A describes transformation of the
vector space V and an n-dimensional subspace of the algebra defined as embedding
ι(V ) or as the linear span of the elements ek, but it is not possible without additional
suggestions to apply it to an arbitrary element of the algebra like ejek, ejekel, etc.
One method to extend such transformations from the generators to the whole
algebra, is to use automorphisms, i.e. the linear maps to itself α : Cl → Cl with
property
α(a b) = α(a)α(b) (2.18)
for any elements a, b of the algebra.
A particular example is the internal automorphism, defined as
αh(a) = h a h
−1, (2.19)
where h is an arbitrary invertible element of the algebra.
Due to Eq. (2.2) any automorphism of a Clifford algebra saves the same quadratic
form for the new set of generators e˜k = α(ek)
{e˜k, e˜j} = α(ek)α(ej)+α(ej)α(ek) = α(ekej + ejek) = −2gkjα(1) = −2gkj1. (2.20)
So, it is an important question, if the map Eq. (2.15) corresponds to some
automorphism of the algebra. It is useful to consider two different examples.
1. It was shown that the Grassmann algebra is equivalent to a Clifford algebra
with a degenerated quadratic form g ≡ 0 Eq. (2.4). Any coordinate transfor-
mations saves such a trivial form and for any A Eq. (2.15) may be extended
to an automorphism of the whole algebra, it corresponds to usual covariant
transformations of anti-symmetric tensors Λ =
⊕
Λk with ranges 0 ≤ k ≤ n
(e.g. see Eq. (4.2) in Sec. 4). The automorphism may not be internal, because
all elements of Grassmann algebra, except 1, do not have inverse.
2. For the Clifford algebra a with nondegenerate form g only isometries A saves
the quadratic form (by definition). So only for isometries Eq. (2.15) could
be expressed as some automorphism, and really always exists an internal iso-
morphism with necessary property, i.e. for any isometry A exists element
hA ∈ Cl:
ι(Av) = hA ι(v) h
−1
A (v ∈ V ), (2.21)
i.e., instead of Eq. (2.15) for isometry A it is possible to write
e
′
j = hA ej h
−1
A (∀j, no summation), (2.22)
but such element hA exists if and only if g(Av) = g(v). It corresponds to
construction of Spin group for given Clifford algebra [3, 10].
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3 Spin Groups
3.1 Reflections and Rotations
A simple example of the isometry is the reflection, Rv, defined by some v ∈ V ,
g(v) 6= 0 as
Rv : x 7→ x− 2g(x, v)
g(v)
v. (3.1)
Any isometry of n-dimensional space may be written as composition of few reflec-
tions [3, 15].
x
v
x
Figure 1: Example of reflection and presentation of rotation as two reflections for
two-dimensional plane
It may be checked directly [3], that the reflection may be simply written by using
representation of the vector as an element of the Clifford algebra
Rv : x 7→ v x v−1. (3.2)
It is also possible to consider only elements with g(v) = ±1, because for any number
λ 6= 0, the vectors v and λv represent the same reflection.
3.2 Spin, Pin and Spoin Groups
In both Euclidean and pseudo-Euclidean case, any element of the group SO(l,m)
may be represented as a composition of even number of reflections, and so, if to
consider the group Spin(l,m), consisting of all possible even products h = v1 · · · v2k ∈
Cl(l,m), for vj ∈ V , g(vj) = ±1, we have representation of the group SO(l,m) as
x 7→ h x h−1, h ∈ Spin(l,m) (3.3)
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and because h and −h correspond to the same transformation, it is 2→ 1 represen-
tation of SO(l,m) group. Similarly, all products with an arbitrary (not necessary
even) number of elements vj produce group Pin(l,m), it is 2→1 representation of
O(l,m) group [3, 10].
Let us consider the linear span of all possible products with even number of
generators. The subspace is closed under multiplication, includes unit and so may
be considered as a new Clifford algebra, generated by n − 1 generators e´j = ejen,
j = 1, . . . , n − 1. Spin group also may be considered using this Clifford algebra
with smaller dimension. Such “economical” representation of Spin group sometime
called the Spoin group, but in such a case, instead of internal automorphism Eq. (3.3)
should be used changed expression
x 7→ h x h′−1, h ∈ Spoin(l,m) (3.4)
where h′ is specific “Clifford conjugation” [3].
The relation of Spoin and Spin groups is important for discussion about repre-
sentations of the Lorentz group with Pauli and Dirac matrices in Sec. 5.1.
4 Grassmann Algebra of Exterior Forms
4.1 Forms and Tensors
Let us recall some standard definitions and properties [4, 8, 16, 20]. The tensor of
type (r, s) may be written using a basis ej in an n-dimensional vector space V and
ej in the dual space V ∗ (linear functions on V ) as
T =
∑
T i1...irj1...js ei1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ eir ⊗ ej1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ejs . (4.1)
For a change of the basis described by the matrix A, ei =
∑
j A
j
i e
′
j such a tensor is
transformed as
T ′i1...irj1...js =
∑
Ai1k1 · · ·A
ir
kr
Bm1j1 · · ·Bmsjs T k1...krm1...ms (4.2)
where B = A−1 is the inverse of the matrix A [16].
An exterior s-form ω ∈ Λs(V ) is the totally antisymmetric tensor of type (0, s).
Any tensor of type (0, s) may be considered as multilinear functional and s-form is
a specific one, antisymmetric in every pair of arguments
ω(v1, . . . , vi, . . . , vj , . . . , vs) = −ω(v1, . . . , vj , . . . , vi, . . . , vs), ∀i, j. (4.3)
Let us consider an operation of alternation of a tensor of type (0, s)
AT (v1, · · · , vs) = 1
s!
∑
π
(−)πT (vπ(1), · · · , vπ(s)), (4.4)
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where π denotes all s! permutations of s indexes and (−)π is +1 for an even permu-
tation and −1 for an odd one, then AT is always antisymmetric tensor. The basis
of space of the antisymmetric tensors may be written using an exterior (wedge)
product
ej1 ∧ · · · ∧ ejs = A(ej1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ejs). (4.5)
For arbitrary forms ω ∈ Λr, ϑ ∈ Λs it may be defined
ω ∧ ϑ ≡ A(ω ⊗ ϑ), ω ∧ ϑ = (−1)rsϑ ∧ ω. (4.6)
A maximal possible range of the exterior form is s = n and the space of all
exterior forms is denoted as
Λ(V ) =
n⊕
j=0
Λj(V ), dimΛ(V ) = 2n, dimΛj(V ) =
(
n
j
)
. (4.7)
It is possible to consider the tensor fields on an n-dimensional manifold. For an
exterior form ω it is also possible to introduce exterior differentiation dω, a linear
operator from space of s-forms to (s+1)-forms d : Λs(V )→ Λs+1(V ) with properties
1. For function, i.e. f ∈ Λ0(V ), it is usual total differential.
2. For ω ∈ Λr(V ) and ϑ ∈ Λs(V ): d(ω ∧ ϑ) = (dω) ∧ ϑ+ (−1)rω ∧ (dϑ).
3. “Poincare´ d-lemma:” d2 = 0.
4.2 Hodge Theory
Let us consider spaces with scalar product (metric). If some metric <· , ·> is intro-
duced in Λ1(V ) ∼= V ∗, it is possible to extend it on whole Λ(V ). For two forms with
different ranges it is zero, otherwise the norm [4]
<w1 ∧ · · · ∧ wp , u1 ∧ · · · ∧ u1> = det<wi , uj>. (4.8)
Let us consider the Hodge operator ⋆ : Λp(V )→ Λn−p(V )
ω ∧ ⋆ϑ = <ω , ϑ>Ω, ω, ϑ ∈ Λ(V ) (4.9)
where Ω ≡ e1 ∧ · · · ∧ en (volume form). For p-form ⋆ ⋆ = (−1)p(n−p). It is possible
to define d⋆ : Λp(V )→ Λp−1(V )
d⋆ = (−1)n(p+1)+1 ⋆ d⋆, (4.10)
and the Laplace–Beltrami operator
∆ = d⋆d+ d d⋆. (4.11)
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4.3 Algebraic Approach
Representation of the Clifford and exterior calculus may be also described in more
algebraic way [3, 17]. Let us return to consideration of an exterior (Grassmann)
algebra, as a linear span of all possible products with n generators θi, if the wedge
product is defined by formal equations like Eq. (2.4)
θk ∧ θj + θj ∧ θk = 0, ω ∧ ϑ = (−1)rsϑ ∧ ω (ω ∈ Λr, ϑ ∈ Λs), (4.12)
where Λr is the wedge product or r generators.
Let us consider n formal operators δi : Λ
k → Λk+1
δi : θj1 ∧ · · · ∧ θjk 7→ θi ∧ θj1 ∧ · · · ∧ θjk . (4.13)
If we have some matrix gij , it is possible to define the dual operators δ
⋆
i : Λ
k → Λk−1
δ⋆i : θj1 ∧ · · · ∧ θjk 7→
k∑
p=1
(−1)p−1gijp θj1 ∧ · · · ∧ θˆjp ∧ · · · ∧ θjk , (4.14)
where θˆjp means, that the term θjp must be omitted.
Both δi and δ
⋆
i belong to a space L(Λ) of linear operators on Λ. Let us consider
n operators
γˇi = δi − δ⋆i , γˇi ∈ L(Λ), (4.15)
then
γˇiγˇj + γˇj γˇi = −2gij1 (4.16)
and an algebra generated by the operators γˇi and their products — is the represen-
tation of the Clifford algebra Cl(g) with the quadratic form gij in the space L(Λ) of
operators on the Grassmann algebra. The underlying vector space of the Clifford
and the Grassmann algebras may be identified
θj1 ∧ · · · ∧ θjk ←→ γˇj1 · · · γˇjk , j1 < · · · < jk ≤ n. (4.17)
It is possible also to write the formal Dirac operator [3] as some differential
operator with coefficients in an algebra
d =
n∑
i=1
δi
∂
∂xi
, d⋆ =
n∑
i=1
δ⋆i
∂
∂xi
, D = d− d⋆ =
n∑
i=1
γˇi
∂
∂xi
. (4.18)
5 Transformation Properties of Dirac Equation
5.1 Spinor Representation of Lorentz Group
For the Lorentz signature (3, 1) two Clifford algebras Cl(3, 1) and Cl(1, 3) are not
isomorphic, but both are subalgebras of the Dirac algebra Cl(4,C). The algebra
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Cl(3, 1) isomorphic with algebra of all 4 × 4 real matrices, it may be convenient
for description of Majorana spinors, and corresponds to possibility rewrite Dirac
equation using only matrices with real coefficients [2].
The spinor representation Spin(3, 1) of the Lorentz group is isomorphic with
a classical Lie group SL(2,C) of 2 × 2 complex matrices with unit determinant.
Detailed and understanding discussion about this representation may be found else-
where [13], but here it should be mentioned, that such a reduction from 4D to
2D complex space is an example of “economic” representation with Spoin group
discussed in Sec. 3.2.
An even subalgbera of Cl(3, 1) is Cl(3, 0) ∼= M(2,C), the algebra of all 2 ×
2 complex matrices and it let us write usual representation of Spin(3, 1) [really,
Spoin(3, 1)] using such a matrices. On the other hand, it was noted in Sec. 3.2, that
not internal isomorphism Eq. (3.3), but other transformation Eq. (3.4) should be
used in such a case. For two-spinors it is usual expression [13]
(
t+ z x− iy
x+ iy t− z
)
7→ S
(
t+ z x− iy
x+ iy t− z
)
S∗
or
t+ xσx + yσy + zσz 7→ S (t+ xσx + yσy + zσz) S∗ (5.1)
with S ∈ SL(2,C) and the conjugated matrix S∗. Here a vector with four real
coefficients v = (t, x, y, z) maps to some v′ = (t′, x′, y′, z′) = Lv, with L is the
Lorentz transformation.
On the other hand, for Dirac matrices and 4D complex space of Dirac spinors,
it is possible to use expression like Eq. (3.3) with an automorphism of the algebra
of 4× 4 matrices
tγ0 + xγ1 + yγ2 + zγ3 7→ S (tγ0 + xγ1 + yγ2 + zγ3)S−1, ψ 7→ Sψ, (5.2)
where γk are four Dirac gamma matrices Eq. (1.10).
Here the matrix S is a 4× 4 complex matrix, e.g.
S =
(
S 0
0 S∗−1
)
, S ∈ SL(2,C) (5.3)
It was already mentioned, that the four-component Dirac spinor are useful for
description of group O(3, 1) with improper transformations like a time reflection
(Pin(3, 1) group), but transformation Eq. (5.2) also convenient for covariant de-
scription of the Dirac spinors. Let us consider the spinor space as some abstract
complex space C4, together with space of linear operators L(C4). For transition B
to a new basis in the space C4, may be written an usual formula of linear algebra
for transformation of operators
ψ′ = Bψ, ψ ∈ C4; M ′ = BMB−1, M ∈ L(C4). (5.4)
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So, covariant properties of the Dirac operator and four-component spinors are in
agreement with the transformations of an operator algebra. It may be also checked
directly, the transformation Eq. (5.2) respects the Dirac equation
(SDS−1)Sψ = mSψ (5.5)
and D 7→ SDS−1 acts on tangent vector (i.e. partial derivatives ∂µ in Dirac oper-
ator D) as a Lorentz transformation due to Eq. (5.2).
It should be mentioned, that Eq. (5.4) also describes a formal transition between
different matrix representations of the generators γk, but it is rather a question
of notation and does not have direct relation with the covariance. For example,
together with presentation Eq. (1.10) may be also used so-called standard one [1, 2]
γ0s =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, γks =
(
0 σk
−σk 0
)
(k = 1, 2, 3) (5.6)
Similarly with general case Sec. 2, for any isometry, i.e. Lorentz trasforma-
tion L ∈ O(3, 1) there are two ways Eq. (2.15) and Eq. (2.22) to write the same
transformation
γk 7→ γ′k =
∑
j
Lkj γ
j = SLγ
k
S
−1
L . (5.7)
It was already discussed in Sec. 2, for general linear transformations of a basis,
i.e. G ∈ GL(4,R) it is not possible to write analogue of Eq. (5.7). For description
of spinors in General Relativity often is used construction already mentioned in
Sec. 2.4. It is introduced a diagonal metric in normalized basis together with a
matrix A of transition to initial basis and metric [15, 18]. The 4× 4 matrix A may
be considered as four vectors called tetrad [18, 19, 20, 21].
It was already mentioned, the main theme of present article — is extension of
Dirac equation from 4D space of Dirac spinors to 16D linear space, there covariant
action of GL(4,R) group may be written directly.
For such a consideration it is convenient to use different algebraic structures on
an extended linear space and here is used following sequence of 16D linear spaces
Λ(C4) ∼= Cl(4,C) ∼=M(4,C) ∼= C4 ⊗ C4. (5.8)
It is also possible to consider a real analogue of the sequence Eq. (5.8)
Λ(R4) ∼= Cl(3, 1) ∼=M(4,R) ∼= R4 ⊗ R4. (5.9)
5.2 Dirac Equation and Grassmann Algebras
It was already discussed in Sec. 4 that exterior forms have well defined covariant
properties with respect to any transformation of coordinate system. For an exte-
rior algebra on the tangent space of 4D manifold M (the spacetime) we have the
decomposition
Λ(M) = Λ0(M)⊕ Λ1(M)⊕ Λ2(M) ⊕ Λ3(M)⊕ Λ4(M) (5.10)
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with dimensions {1, 4, 6, 4, 1} respectively. It corresponds to decomposition of 16D
linear space Λ(M) on five subspaces of irreducible representations GL(4,R) group
with given dimensions. Transformation properties of Λk(M) corresponds to tensors
with type (0, k) and was already considered in Sec. 4, see Eq. (4.2).
It is also convenient to consider transformation properties of Λ(M) with respect
to SL(4,R) subgroup of the matrices with unit determinant. The group does not
change 4-volume form Ω = dt ∧ dx ∧ dy ∧ dz. The Hodge operator ⋆ Eq. (4.9)
interchanges Λk(M) and Λ4−k(M) forms. So both Λ0(M) and Λ4(M) corresponds
to a trivial, scalar representation of SL(4,R) group, Λ1(M) and Λ3(M) — to 4D
vector representation.
Really, because ⋆ : Λk(M) → Λ4−k(M) acts as duality, the representation
Λ3(M) should be considered as dual to Λ1(M). Due to the same principle,
⋆ : Λ2(M) → Λ2(M) is duality of 6D space Λ2(M). A transformation to the
dual space is equivalent to the introduction of some metric and the Hodge duality
defines a metric on 6D space Λ2(M).
This metric with signature (3, 3) is relevant with representation of SL(4,R)
group as double cover of SO(3, 3) [8], two elements ±G ∈ SL(4,R) map to same
element S ∈ SO(3, 3), i.e. the classical (matrix) group SL(4,R) is isomorphic with
Spin(3, 3).
It is an analogue of so-called Klein relations for Plu¨cker coordinates and well
known from the theory of Lie groups, twistors [10, 14] etc.. The general con-
struction for a complex space C4 and 2→1 map SL(4,C) to SO(6,C) produces
by restriction on different real subspaces isomorphisms like SL(4,R) ∼= Spin(3, 3),
SU(4) ∼= Spin(6), SU(2, 2) ∼= Spin(4, 2) etc.
Let us consider the space of 2-forms, with coordinates denoted as pjkdxj ∧ dxk,
then the Hodge duality corresponds to invariance of form
p01p23 + p02p31 + p03p12. (5.11)
If to introduce 6 new coordinates
q1 = (p
01 + p23)/2, q2 = (p
02 + p31)/2, q3 = (p
03 + p12)/2,
q4 = (p
01 − p23)/2, q5 = (p02 − p31)/2, q6 = (p03 − p12)/2, (5.12)
the quadratic form Eq. (5.11) may be rewritten as
q21 + q
2
2 + q
2
3 − q24 − q25 − q26. (5.13)
New basis in the space Λ2(M) corresponding to such a diagonal form may be chosen
as
η1 = dx0 ∧ dx1 + dx2 ∧ dx3, η4 = dx0 ∧ dx1 − dx2 ∧ dx3,
η2 = dx0 ∧ dx2 + dx3 ∧ dx1, η5 = dx0 ∧ dx2 − dx3 ∧ dx1,
η3 = dx0 ∧ dx3 + dx1 ∧ dx2, η6 = dx0 ∧ dx3 − dx1 ∧ dx2.
(5.14)
If a basis of 1-forms dxk ∈ Λ1(M), k = 0, . . . , 3 is transformed by element of group
SL(4,R), then the basis of 2-forms ηp ∈ Λ2(M), p = 1, . . . , 6 is transformed by some
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element of SO(3, 3), because it saves Eq. (5.13) invariant, and it is also clear from
Eq. (5.14), two elements ±G ∈ SL(4,R) correspond to the same transformation.
So action of the group SL(4,R) on 16D space Λ(M) is decomposed on trivial rep-
resentation for 1D spaces Λ0(M) and Λ4(M), 4D “vector” representation SL(4,R)
on spaces Λ1(M) and Λ3(M), and 6D representation SO(3, 3) on “autodual” space
Λ2(M).
Full group GL(4,R) also includes the dilations λ1 (where λ ∈ R, λ > 0 and 1 is
4×4 unit matrix) and the improper transformations with det = −1, like time inver-
sion. The dilations acts as λk on Λk(M). For any improper transformation there is
additional (−1) multiplier for Λ4(M) (“pseudoscalars”), Λ3(M) (“pseudovectors”)
and quadratic form in Eq. (5.13).
It was already discussed in Sec. 4.2, the Dirac operator on exterior forms
Dˇ : Λ(M)→ Λ(M) is defined in covariant way Eq. (4.18)
Dˇ = (d− d⋆), d : Λk(M)→ Λk+1(M), d⋆ : Λk(M)→ Λk−1(M). (5.15)
Here for definition of the operator d⋆ it is necessary to have a metric g on the vector
space V = TM (tangent space ofM), and if there are given Υ ∈ Λ(V ), g, d and d⋆ in
one coordinate system, it is possible to write transformation of all four geometrical
objects for an arbitrary change of the coordinate system. So if the Dirac-Ka¨hler
equation
DˇΥ ≡ (d− d⋆)Υ = mΥ, (1.12′)
was satisfied in one coordinate system, it is also true for any transformation. So
Eq. (1.12′) is covariant with respect to GL(4,R) group of general linear transforma-
tions of coordinate system.
It should be mentioned, both d and d⋆ change range of homogeneous k-forms
from ω ∈ Λk(V ) and so the form Υ ∈ Λ(V ) might be nonhomogeneous to satisfy
Eq. (1.12′). Such a form is a sum of few k-forms with different k and it is enough
to write transformation for each such a term.
The relation between such a “tensor” form of a Dirac equation and spinoral one
is well known [6, 7], but the purpose of given article is to consider transformation
properties of the equations and a model of Dirac spinor as a subsystem in a 16D
space. It is convenient first to revisit a model of Dirac spinors as an ideal of Clifford
algebra [7, 22].
5.3 Matrix Dirac Equation and Clifford Algebras
Dirac equation on a Clifford algebra may be simply written
DΨ = mΨ, Ψ ∈ Cl(4,C) ∼=M(4,C), D =
3∑
k=0
iγk
∂
∂xk
. (5.16)
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Here Ψ is not spinor, but element of the Clifford algebra. The Spin group also may
be considered as some subset of the Clifford algebra, so γk and Ψ are elements of
the same space Cl(4,C).
Formally usual Dirac equation Eq. (1.6) may be considered as special form of
Eq. (5.16), then the matrix Ψ has only one nonzero column ψ. More algebraic way
to describe such a model — is to consider left ideals of a Clifford algebra [7].
The left ideal of an algebra A by definition [23] is a linear subspace I ⊂ A with
property AI ⊂ I, i.e. any element of the algebra after multiplication on an element
of the ideal produces again an element of the ideal. A simplest example of a left
ideal in the matrix algebra is a set of matrices with only one nonzero column already
mentioned above
Mψ =


ψ1 0 0 0
ψ2 0 0 0
ψ3 0 0 0
ψ4 0 0 0

 (5.17)
A specific point of such representation is the transformation properties of given
equation. All elements of an algebra should have the same transformation properties,
so if to consider Ψ and γk as equivalent elements of the same algebra, then even for
the Lorentz transformations instead of Eq. (5.5) with ψ 7→ Sψ, it is necessary to
consider
(SDS−1)SΨS−1 = mSΨS−1, Ψ 7→ SΨS−1. (5.18)
Such a difference in a transformation property of Ψ does not produce a serious
problem for comparison with the initial equation Eq. (1.6), due to an additional
symmetry Ψ → ΨR of Eq. (5.16), i.e. the right multiplication on the arbitrary
element R of the Clifford algebra.
In such a case the right multiplication on S−1 in Eq. (5.18) is not so essential.
For the comparison of Eq. (5.16) with a spinor equation Eq. (1.6), it is necessary to
consider not only the element Mψ Eq. (5.17) of some left ideal, but also all MψR,
i.e. space of matrices with all columns proportional to the same vector.
If ψ ∈ C4 is the initial 4-spinor, and α = (α1, α2, α3, α4) ∈ C4 is an arbitrary
vector of coefficients, then instead of Eq. (5.17) in is necessary to consider a matrix
with proportional columns, Mij = ψiαj ,
M =


α1ψ1 α2ψ1 α3ψ1 α4ψ1
α1ψ2 α2ψ2 α3ψ2 α4ψ2
α1ψ3 α2ψ3 α3ψ3 α4ψ3
α1ψ4 α2ψ4 α3ψ4 α4ψ4

 , M = ψαT ≡ ψ ⊗ α. (5.19)
For arbitrary matrices L,R it may be written
LMR = L (ψ ⊗ α)R = (Lψ)⊗ (RTα), (5.20)
so the left and right multiplication saves “the product structure” and it will be used
further in Sec. 5.4, but space of all matrices in form Eq. (5.19) is not an ideal,
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because it is not linear subspace, e.g. sum of elements does not necessary may be
presented again as a tensor product of two vectors Eq. (5.19). Really linear span
of the “degenerate” (detM = 0) subspace of all such matrices Eq. (5.19) coincides
with the whole matrix algebra.
Yet, fixed α ∈ C4 corresponds to the left ideal, for example initial construction
with one column is the particular case of such an ideal for α = (1, 0, 0, 0). On
the other hand, fixed ψ corresponds to a linear subspace, the right ideal Rψ of the
algebra.
Such a procedure also has analogues with consideration of an equivalence classes
MR ∼M , M ∈ Cl [7] and partially with usual spinor case, where different physical
states correspond to the rays in Hilbert space, i.e. equivalence classes ψ ∼ λψ. A
model for relation between Dirac spinors ψ ∈ C4 and the equivalence classes in 16D
linear spaces Cl(4,C) ∼= M(4,C) ∼= Λ(C4) is called Dirac–Hestenes spinors in [7].
On the other hand, only SO(3, 1) group respects the equivalence classes and so such
construction is not valid for general coordinate transformations from GL(4,R) [9].
The property should be discussed here with more details. The covariant prop-
erty of Λ(R4) or Λ(C4) discussed in Sec. 5.2 may be extended to other linear spaces
Cl(4,C) ∼= M(4,C) if to choose an isomorphism of the linear spaces (without alge-
braic structure) and to use a diagram
DΨ −→ D′Ψ′yE xE−1
DˇΥ −→ Dˇ′Υ′
(5.21)
Here the map of the linear spaces E : Cl → Λ for the diagonalized (Lorentz)
metric is defined as Eq. (4.17)
E : γi1 · · · γik 7→ dxi1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxik (5.22)
It is convenient also to choose the particular matrix representation of Clifford algebra
say Eq. (1.10), and to consider Eq. (5.16) as a matrix equation, and let Em is the
map between the linear spaces of 4 × 4 matrices and exterior forms, corresponding
to E in the given matrix representation. Then the transformation of the matrix Ψ
for arbitrary G ∈ GL(4,R) may be written
GM : Ψ 7→ E−1m
(
GΛ
(
Em(Ψ)
))
, (5.23)
where GΛ is the action G on the space Λ of the nonhomogeneous forms discussed
above in Sec. 5.2.
The Eq. (5.23) sometime is better to consider as a formal equation for a map
between two linear spaces without any additional structures, i.e. the choice of
gamma matrices and bases in M(4,C) and Λ(C4) represent the map Em and GΛ as
some formal linear transformations of C16. The map GM may be considered as the
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composition of the transformations GM = EmGΛ E
−1
m , viz product of three 16× 16
complex matrices.
Such a “technical” point of view is justified for representation of the general
coordinate transformations, because GM is the isomorphism only for the Lorentz
group, but for a general element G ∈ GL(4,R), it is not necessary in agreement
with Clifford multiplication
∃G /∈ SO(3, 1) : GM (γj)GM (γk) 6= GM (γjγk), (5.24)
and so attempts to use a definition like Eq. (5.22) for a Clifford algebra with a non-
diagonal quadratic form g may produce some problems. Formally Eq. (5.22) should
be chosen for a normalized basis.
The inequality Eq. (5.24) appears because only isometries always respect the
subspaces of k-multivectors Cl(k) Eq. (2.3), but the subspaces of k-forms Λk due to
Eq. (4.2) are invariant for arbitrary linear transformations. So GM (γ
i1 · · · γik) ∈
Cl
(k), but GM (γ
i1) · · ·GM (γik) may include also additional terms from Cl(j), j ≤
k − 2.
It is useful to consider some examples.
• Let we have some transformation in x− y plane.
γ1 7→ a11γ1 + a12γ2, γ2 7→ a21γ1 + a22γ2, (5.25)
then the multivector γ1γ2 is transformed as
γ1γ2 7→ −(a11a21 + a12a22)1+ (a11a22 − a12a21)γ1γ2
So a rotation a11 = a22 = cosϕ, a12 = −a21 = sinϕ maps γ1γ2 to itself, but
for a nonorthogonal transformation an additional term with unit appears. On
the other hand, for the 2-form dx1∧dx2 such a term may not appear, because
dx1 ∧ dx1 = dx2 ∧ dx2 = 0. Only for rotations γ1γ2 and dx1 ∧ dx2 = E(γ1γ2)
have the same transformation properties.
• On the other hand, for a transformation in t− x plane
γ0 7→ b00γ0 + b01γ1, γ1 7→ b10γ0 + b11γ1, (5.26)
then the multivector γ0γ1 is transformed as
γ0γ1 7→ (b00b10 − b01b11)1+ (b00b11 − b10b01)γ0γ1
So, the boosts b00 = b11 = cosh υ, b10 = b01 = sinhυ map γ
0γ1 to itself, i.e.
again only the isometries of the concrete quadratic form (the pseudo-Euclidean
Minkowski metric) respect the subspaces of the Clifford k-multivectors (Cl(2)
in given examples).
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5.4 Tensor Product of Two Spinor Spaces
For any element of Lorentz group L ∈ O(3, 1) exists spinor representation Eq. (5.18)
of transformation Eq. (5.23), i.e.
∀L ∈ O(3, 1), ∃SL : LM (Ψ) = SLΨS−1L . (5.27)
On the other hand, any linear transformation of the 16D space of 4 × 4 matrices
may be represented as
Ψ→
∑
J
AJΨBJ , (5.28)
there AJ , BJ are some matrices. So for arbitrary G ∈ GL(4,R) the transformation
GM also may be represented using Eq. (5.28), but only for Lorentz transformation
such representation has only one term Eq. (5.27).
It has an analogue with idea of representation Cl as tensor product of two spinor
spaces S ⊗ S in general algebraic theory [17]. For present discussion it is enough to
consider concrete model with algebra of 4 × 4 complex matrices. It corresponds to
last term
M(4,C) ∼= C4 ⊗ C4 (5.29)
in sequence of 16D linear spaces Eq. (5.8) already mentioned briefly Sec. 5.3 in
relation with treatment of solution of the matrix Dirac equation Eq. (5.16) as a
tensor product of two complex 4-vectors Eq. (5.19).
Due to Eq. (5.27), for a transformation L from Lorentz group Eq. (5.20) may be
rewritten as
LM (ψ ⊗ α) = (SLψ)⊗ (S−1L
T
α), ψ, α ∈ C4, (5.30)
but for a general linear transformation G ∈ GL(4,R) it is necessary to use Eq. (5.28)
with some set LJ(G), RJ(G)
GM (ψ ⊗ α) =
∑
J
(LJψ)⊗ (RJα), ψ, α ∈ C4, (5.31)
Technically the Eq. (5.31) even not guarantee the existence of an unique de-
composition and may look more complicated, than the initial equation Eq. (5.23).
Method of calculation Eq. (5.23) is difficult, but straightforward, it would be possi-
ble to write precise expressions for any choice of isomorphism of 16D linear spaces
Λ(C4) and M(4,C) ∼= C4 ⊗ C4 (c.f. [6, 7]) using tedious calculations or cumber-
some output of some computer algebra system, but it most likely would not clarify
a physical properties of the transformation. On the other hand, the Eq. (5.31) may
be useful for some intuitive explanation [9] used in further discussion.
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5.5 A Formal Model with Two Quantum Systems
In the quantum mechanics the state space of a compound quantum system may
be described as the tensor product of the spaces of each subsystem. So, formally
due to Eq. (5.29) Ψ may be considered as a composite system with two particles.
The parts are called not entangled (uncorrelated), if the state such a system may
be represented as a tensor product ψ1 ⊗ ψ2 [24]. So, in Eq. (5.19) Ψ is a formal
analogue of such non-entangled system ψ⊗α. It is clear also, that due to Eq. (5.30)
a Lorentz transformations respect the entanglement. The correspondence between
Ψ and ψ is an analogue of relation between system and subsystem in the quantum
mechanics.
It should be mentioned, that in the constructions used below ψ(x) is a function
of the point x, but α is a constant complex 4-vector. Formally Ψ corresponds to
the two uncorrelated systems, ψ and α. The first system satisfies to Dirac equation.
The second one formally also satisfies Dirac equation for a massless particle, but
a state of the system does not matter: it is not correlated with the first one, can
be considered as an auxiliary system and a Lorentz transformation may not change
such a structure. So, if to consider only the Lorentz transformations, the matrix
Dirac equation Eq. (5.16) is equivalent with usual one Eq. (1.6).
On the other hand, a general coordinate transformation due to Eq. (5.31) does
not preserve the property of being non-entangled. Formally we may reduce the
matrix Dirac equation Eq. (5.16) to usual one Eq. (1.6) by restriction to an equation
for the arbitrary row of Ψ, but after the general coordinate transformation each
column of Ψ contains combinations of ψi with different αj, and so depends on the
state of the second system. It differs from the case with Lorentz transformations,
then any combination of αj for any particular column due to Eq. (5.30) appears as
a common scalar multiplier and always may be omitted.
In the quantum mechanics there is a standard method of consideration of a
subsystem of an entangled system — the mixed states and the density matrix [24,
25, 26]. It should be recalled, that all the structures discussed here in relation with
the formal decomposition Ψ ∈ S⊗S yet have rather mathematical resemblance with
the quantum mechanics and was used mainly with an illustrative reason, but the
appearance of some analogue of the mixed states directly from the properties of the
group GL(4,R) of the general linear transformation of coordinate systems, may be
promising.
6 Curved Space-Time and Singularities
6.1 Dirac Operator and General Relativity
Despite of using an arbitrary metric and the general linear transformation of a
coordinate system, the vast amount of the material presented above was relevant
rather with the flat space-time. The applications of the Dirac operator in a curved
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space may depend on some implicit suggestions. For example for the Euclidean
metric it is possible to calculate different kinds of local Laplacians D2: spinor,
Hodge or twisted one [3]. All such Laplacians contain a term with scalar curvature
1
4R(x). The Hodge and twisted spinor Laplacians also contain additional terms with
sums of fourth order [3]. Such a kind of terms could produce a specific kind of the
Klein–Gordon operator in the curved space time like ± 14R+m2, and it does not
look as a proper physical one.
It was already mentioned that most calculations with the spinors in General
Relativity use the various applications of tetrad formalism or some analogues. For
example the Dirac equation in the Newman–Penrose formalism for a charged black
hole described by the Reissner–Nordsto¨rm metric and for a rotated one with the
Kerr metric may be found in [20].
On the other hand, there is some formal question: it is known, that the black hole
evaporation may be related with a transition from a pure state to a mixed state of a
quantum system [18, 27, 28, 29], but how in principle to consider such a transition?.
It was mentioned at end of Sec. 5.4, that analogue of such transition has some
allusions with consideration of the general linear coordinate transformation on the
extended (matrix) Dirac equation Eq. (5.16).
Of course, there are huge amount of works and different approaches to black hole
evaporation. It is necessary to use methods of field theory for rigour research [18, 30,
31, 32], but such methods in very core always use covariance with respect to group
of coordinate transformations, an so it is anyway necessary to consider structure of
such a group first, for using theory of infinite-dimensional unitary representations
[34, 33]. Theory of infinite-dimensional representation of GL(4,R) and affine groups
in relation with generalization of Dirac equation is also discussed in [35].
It should be mentioned also, that here is considered property of single system. In
some works like [30] transition from pure to mixed state in black hole, “information
loss paradox” is considered as an analogue of process with “intervention of classical
world” in modern applied theory of open quantum systems3, but in such a case the
process of evaporation of black holes lost the uniqueness attracting much attention.
Introduction of density matrix, i.e. statistical operator in very beginning suggests
incomplete description of quantum systems [19, 26] and so in such a case instead of
an answer the question partially transferred in set of postulates.
On the other hand, the considered model of the matrix Dirac equation justifies
the phenomenon of transition from pure to mixed state not for wide variety of condi-
tions, but only in presence of a singularity (see Sec. 6.2 below), and so may provide
the subtler classification. Despite of the technical differences, here the treation of
mixed state resembles [36], i.e. it does not suggest with very beginning neither the
work with statistical ensembles, nor interaction with environment, nor any ideas
about relation between quantum and classical world, etc. The lost of information in
3Convenient for practical applications, but partially empirical, with lack of agreement on some
fundamental theoretical questions.
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present model is due to consideration of only four components ψ in 4× 4 matrix Ψ.
6.2 Connections, Gauge Theories and Gravitation
The problem of the consideration of spaces with singularities is well known [37]. If
such a problem may have some relevance with a transition from a pure to a mixed
state due to usage of an extended covariant equation Eq. (5.16) and GL(4,R) group
discussed above?
For a space with a singularity there is a problem with definition of metric on
some subspaces. The (pseudo-)Riemannian manifold is the particular example of
the affinely connected space [16]. The affine or linear connection and the metric —
are two different geometrical objects, it is possible formally to consider a manifold
with linear connection without any metric at all4.
The affinely connected space also is the particular example of a more general the-
ory of connections on a principle bundle with an arbitrary structure group, but this
theory has some counterpart in the physics — the gauge theory. For example such a
link is especially transparent in Ashtekhar’s (loop) quantum gravity [21], Ivanenko’s
gauge theory of gravity [39], but many methods may be useful for description of
different structures in arbitrary models of gravitation, including a “canonical” one,
higher-dimensional and super-gravitation [40].
In the general theory, it is considered a connection on a principal bundle with
some Lie group [16]. For a linear connection the structure group is GL(4,R), for
affine one — the affine group A(4), but it is possible to work with the linear con-
nection on a manifold instead of affine one without lost of generality [16]. The
important question — is the reduction of the structure group to some subgroup.
For General Relativity, it is the reduction to the Lorentz group SO(3, 1) — it
is just the question, if it is possible to choose the atlas, there all transition between
different maps may be described by transformations from the considered subgroup
[16]. In General Relativity it is related with the question about possibility to use
only the transformation from the Lorentz group for transition between different
coordinate systems and due to a general theorem of differential geometry [16], it
is possible iff globally exist the Minkowski metric and the tetrad field — it is one
geometrical treatment of the equivalence principle in General Relativity [39, 40].
The consideration above shows, that the questions about a singularity of the
metric and about impossibility of the reduction from the general coordinate trans-
formation to Lorentz one are directly related. Of course there is a problem, if the
physical singularity does not accept also introduction of an arbitrary group of trans-
formation, even more general than Lorentz group. A “toy model” discussed below
in Sec. 6.3 may be useful from such a point of view.
4It is should not be treated as a “flat” space, because the conception of flatness or curvature is
not possible to introduce without a metric.
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6.3 Schwarzschild Spacetime
Initial metric of Schwarzschild spacetime may be represented in polar coordinates
as [19, 20, 37]
ds2 = (1− rg/r)dt2 − (1− rg/r)−1dr2 − r2dS2, r > rg (6.1)
where dS2 = dθ2 + dϕ2 sin2(θ) is the usual spherical surface metric and rg is a
constant (the gravitational radius). If the metric used for the description of the
gravitation field outside of a spherical body, it should be chosen rg = 2κm/c
2 to
satisfy a Newtonian limit [19]. Let us “rescale” rg = 1 for convenience.
ds2 =
r − 1
r
dt2 − r
r − 1dr
2 − r2dS2, r > 1. (6.1′)
1 2 3 r
t
Figure 2: Light cones for Schwarzschild metric.
If try to extend the metric Eq. (6.1) for arbitrary values r ≥ 0, it has singularities
at r = 0 and r = 1. The usual practice is to consider a question about the isometric
embedding of the space r > 1 as a some subspace of a bigger manifold [37].
Here is useful to recall a wide family of such embeddings described as [19]
τ = ±t±
∫
rf(r)
r − 1 dr, R = t+
∫
r
(r − 1)f(r)dr, (6.2)
there f(r) is some function of r. For example the Eddington–Finkelstein coordinates
is described [37, 38]
v = t+ r˜, w = r − r˜, r˜ ≡
∫
r
r − 1dr = r + ln(r − 1), (6.3)
formally corresponding to the choice f(r) ≡ 1. For such a case in the coordinates
(v, r, θ, ϕ) the metric may be written
ds2 =
r − 1
r
dv2 − 2drdv − r2dS2. (6.4)
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In [19] is chosen f(r) = 1/
√
r, because in such a case the coordinate system
(τ,R, θ, ϕ) is synchronous (gττ = 1).
It is convenient here to use yet another choice: f(r) =
√
2r − 1/r, then Eq. (6.2)
produce
τ = t−
∫ √
2r − 1
r − 1 dr = t− 2
√
2r − 1 + ln
(√2r − 1 + 1√
2r − 1− 1
)
, (6.5)
R = t+
∫
r2 dr
(r − 1)√2r − 1 = t+
r + 4
3
√
2r − 1− ln
(√2r − 1 + 1√
2r − 1− 1
)
.
It is possible similar with Eq. (6.4) to write a metric Eq. (6.1′) in the “mixed”
(“skew”) coordinates (τ, r, θ, ϕ), dt = dτ +
√
2r − 1/(r − 1) dr
ds2 =
r − 1
r
(dτ2 − dr2) + 2
√
2r − 1
r
drdτ − r2dS2, r ≥ 1
2
. (6.6)
The metric Eq. (6.6) may be rewritten as
(cos ϑ(r)dτ + sinϑ(r)dr)2 − (cos ϑ(r)dr − sinϑ(r)dτ)2 − r2dS2, (6.7)
where
ϑ(r) = arccosec(
√
2r), sinϑ(r) =
1√
2r
, cos ϑ(r) =
√
2r − 1√
2r
. (6.8)
1 2 3
r
τ
Figure 3: Light cones in Eq. (6.7) metric.
The transformation of a local frame
dτ 7→ (cos ϑdτ + sinϑdr), dr 7→ (cos ϑdr − sinϑdτ), (6.9)
used in Eq. (6.7) just corresponds to utilization of the linear transformations more
general, than Lorentz one. In Eq. (5.26) Sec. 5.3 below already was considered an
example of a general linear transformations in t− x plane. The Eq. (6.7) is similar
with the case, then instead of the isometric transformations in tangent space, i.e.
boost from SO(3, 1) ⊂ GL(4,R) with b00 = b11 = cosh υ, b10 = b01 = sinhυ, it is
considered an element of SO(4) ⊂ GL(4,R) with b00 = b11 = cos ϑ, b10 = −b01 =
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sinϑ. It is always exist reduction of GL(4,R) to maximal compact subgroup SO(4)
[16, 40].
It is important to mention, that despite of possibility to introduce a local Lorentz
metric for any point, it does not possible to do it globally, because it must change
sign at some moment (R “becomes time” instead of τ) and it is responsible for
appearance of horizon and discontinuity for metric Eq. (6.6) in diagonal form5 with
(τ,R, θ, ϕ)
ds2 =
r(τ,R)
r(τ,R)− 1
(
dτ2 − 2r(τ,R)− 1
r2(τ,R)
dR2
)
− r2(τ,R) dS2, r(τ,R) ≥ 1
2
. (6.10)
The coordinates Eq. (6.5) was chosen to write a simpler example of general linear
coordinate transformation. It could be possible to choose some other function f(r),
to prevent limitation r ≥ 0.5, but really presented metric may be defined globally.
It is enough to merge two asimptotically flat spaces
ds2 =
r − 1
r
(dτ2 − dr2)± 2
√
2r − 1
r
drdτ − r2dS2, r ≥ 1
2
(6.11)
and produce an analogue of wormhole [41, 42, 43]. Formally in such a case we let
wider diapason of “Euclidean rotation” Eq. (6.9) 0 ≤ ϑ ≤ π instead of 0 ≤ ϑ ≤ π/2
for in initial metric Eq. (6.6).
1 2 3
r
τ
l
Figure 4: Light cones for wormhole metric Eq. (6.11), Eq. (6.12). A try to show
five-dimensional embedding (τ, r, l, θ, ϕ) on a two-dimensional picture (see also color
picture on the title page).
5C.f. expression for general f(r) in [19].
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The model of wormhole Eq. (6.11) does not look smooth for r = 1/2, but it is
possible to consider a formal embedding of the four-dimensional manifold (τ, r, θ, ϕ)
in a five dimensional one (τ, r, l, θ, ϕ), where r = (l2+1)/2, l = ±√2r − 1 and show,
that it is simply due to a problem with a choice of the coordinate r “perpendicular
to the throat of the wormhole.” Using coordinates (τ, l, θ, ϕ), it is possible to rewrite
Eq. (6.11)
ds2 =
l2 − 1
l2 + 1
(dτ2 − l2dl2)± 4l
2
l2 + 1
dldτ − (l
2 + 1)2
4
dS2 (6.12)
Really such a kind of metric usually is not considered as a “true” wormhole,
because it connects two different “universes,” but not domains of the same space. It
should be mentioned also, that direction of “proper time” axis τ in second asymptot-
ically flat region is opposite to the first one, it is denoted by ”±” sign in Eq. (6.11).
It either produces some difficulty for identification of two flat regions, or illustrate
an idea about a close bond between wormholes and time machines [41, 42]. Such
kind of acausal processes also may be related with unitarity violation [36, 44], but
discussion about the theory of wormholes, time machines, etc. is not a purpose of
presented article.
7 Conclusion
In present article is considered a possibility to write the Dirac equation covari-
ant with respect to the group of general linear coordinate transformations. It was
not considered neither infinite-dimensional unitary representations nor methods of
the quantum field theory, but even model of matrix Dirac equation with finite-
dimensional (16D) space was produced an interesting result. It was shown, that the
matrix Dirac equation formally may be considered as an equation for two particles
and the general linear coordinate transformation produce specific “entanglement”
unlike of Lorentz ones.
The initial Dirac spinor may be considered as a formal subsystem and after
general linear coordinate transformation the state becomes entangled with second
system, i.e. for description it is necessary to use some analogue of mixed state.
To fasten on a possible relation with the blackhole entropy, in last section was
considered the Scwhartchild metric and it was shown, that using of the general
linear coordinate transformations may be appropriate for such a case.
It should be mentioned also, that currently the set of questions about relation
of black hole thermodynamics, information theory and quantum mechanics in state
of active development, e.g. already at the time of finishing of given article (March
2004) appear few fresh works with different approaches [31, 32, 45, 46].
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